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Tanya Bonakdar Gallery is very pleased to present Volcanoes and shelters, an exhibition of remarkable new
landscape photography and installation by Danish-Icelandic artist Olafur Eliasson.
Throughout the past two decades, Eliasson has used installation, painting, photography, film and projects in
public spaces as tools to explore the cognitive and cultural conditions that inform our perception. From
immersive environments of color, light and movement to installations that recontextualize natural phenomena,
his work defies notions of art as an autonomous object, and instead positions itself as part of an exchange with
the actively engaged viewer and his or her sensorial and individualized experience. Described by the artist as
“devices for the experience of reality,” his works and public projects prompt a greater sense of awareness among
their users regarding the ways in which they both interpret and engage with the world.
During his regular trips to Iceland, Eliasson has over the years created series of photographs documenting the
country’s unique landscape. In the broader context of his practice, photography continues to be a vital part of his
conceptual inquiry as he elaborates on the seeing and sensing processes, examining perceptions of time, space
and movement as both cultural constructions and natural phenomena.
As part of the artist’s seventh solo exhibition at the gallery, Eliasson will show three new composite series from
his journeys to Iceland over the past two years. Presented in precise grid formations throughout the main gallery
space, each project consists of dozens of photographs that focus on a particular element of the country’s
landscape. In his largest series of sixty-three photographs along the far gallery wall, Eliasson presents a small
encyclopedia of Iceland’s major volcanic craters. Evidence of the island’s location along a tectonic plate
boundary, volcanoes have always been a significant part of the country’s geological landscape, history and
cultural identity. For Eliasson, however, they represent vents for the earth, thresholds that make the earth’s
interior explicit.
In the neighboring Hot spring series (2012), the artist probes perceptions of distance and volume through
shifting scales. This project documents forty-eight of the country’s geothermal hot springs, an iconic part of
Iceland’s terrain and substantial source of natural energy. Similar to The volcano series (2012), Eliasson chooses
to photograph the landscape from varying distances, using his movement to play with notions of scale and range,
and demonstrate their relativity. Within his individual frames, even the smallest hot spring as narrow as two feet
wide appears comparable in size to the nearby craters. Through these shifting perspectives, these photographs
project a new way of seeing and perceiving, one that is both dynamic and negotiable.
The final photo series in the main space focuses on a particular form of architecture found in the most remote
areas of Iceland. Photographed during the artist’s springtime hikes through the country’s highlands, these rescue
shelters, hiking huts and hunting cabins represent small signs of habitation and community – “microparliaments,” as Eliasson puts it – within vast expanses of land and sky. In this series, the grid not only functions
as means of presentation but also plays on the idea of an urban grid and relates back to the artist’s Reykjavik
series (2003).
The exhibition continues into the rear gallery with unique large format landscape photographs that are part of
The large Iceland series (2012). This project supplements the Iceland series, an ongoing body of individual
photographs taken during Eliasson’s travels in Iceland since 1993. While these works relate strongly to the
imagery depicted in the artist’s grid series, they tend to focus on his interaction with broader scopes of terrain
rather than a single topological subject.
Notions of movement, time and landscape are addressed in Your disappearing garden (2011), a room-size
landscape of obsidian rock that fills the gallery’s main second floor space. A powerful complement to The
volcano series, this installation recreates a portion of the volcanic landscape as inspired by Eliasson’s own hikes
through the obsidian fields of Hrafntinnusker located in Iceland’s highlands. As viewers engage with this piece
and glimpse reflections of the surrounding gallery space and their own bodies and movements in the glassy
surfaces, they begin to renegotiate linear perceptions of space as well as the line between reality and
representation.

Adjacent to this installation, a trio of water fountains positioned under individual strobe lights, described by the
artist as “anti-gravity experiments,” further questions our perceptions and definitions of objecthood. As pulsating
white lights illuminate the beads of cascading water in the darkened room, the individual droplets of Object
defined by activity (now), Object defined by activity (soon) and Object defined by activity (then) (2009)
momentarily appear to be suspended in mid-air, creating sculptures of different geometric shapes.
Born in Denmark in 1967 to Icelandic parents, Olafur Eliasson currently lives and works in Berlin and
Copenhagen. Recent solo exhibitions and projects include Olafur Eliasson: Little Sun, Tate Modern, London
(2012); Your rainbow panorama, ARoS Aarhus Kunstmuseum, Aarhus, Denmark (2011); Seu corpo da obra
(Your body of work), SESC Pompeia, SESC Belenzinho, and Pinacoteca do Estado de São Paulo (2011); Innen
Stadt Außen, Martin-Gropius-Bau, Berlin, Germany (2010); Your chance encounter, 21st Century Museum of
Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, Japan (2009-10); Take your time: Olafur Eliasson, SFMOMA (2007) and
MoMA, New York (2008).
The volcano series and The hut series will also appear in the artist's concurrent exhibition at
neugerriemschneider in Berlin, Germany.

	
  

